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SENIOR /EXECUTIVE SUPPLY CHAIN - GROUP LEVEL (REF: JB/00459) 
(Currently on R1.75m CTC p.a. ex incentives and bonuses - negotiable on desired) 
Leading SCM with BBA, BCom (Honours) Marketing Management, MCom, MCIPS qualifications.    
Exceptional skills in the following areas: Supply chain, strategic sourcing, transactional 
procurement, inventory management, business strategy and change management, contract 
management and extensive people management skills.   He is a results-oriented, performance 
driven person with a high level of integrity, who is currently at a Group SCM level.    Service 
delivery focussed, with extensive business acumen.  This is very definitely an A rated senior 
candidate!  He is a white male 
 
LEGAL ADVISOR (REF: AH/00460) 
(R1.1m CTC p.a. - R1.2m CTC p.a.)  
This candidate (Black Female) is an Admitted Attorney (2012) and has attained her LLM 
Mercantile Law, LLB and prior to these her BSc Psychology degree.  She has extensive 
commercial legal advisory experience working within large corporates, and works extensively 
with the following acts, to name a few; Consumer Protection Act, Advertising Standards, 
National Credit Act, Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act, Companies Act, POPI – 
Protection of Personal Information Act and Deeds Registration Act.  She has been with her 
current employer for over four years and is seeking career growth within a new environment   
 
SENIOR SUPPLY CHAIN - CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT (REF: JB/00461) 
(Salary Negotiable on R1m Plus Incentives) 
This candidate (Indian male) has an MBA, BSc, Certificates in Corporate Governance and Risk 
Management, Sourcing and Supply Chain Management, Strategic and Business Logistics 
Management, Financial Management etc.   He has very broad SC industry experience including 
FMCG, Power and Financial Services.   He holds a Six Sigma Black Belt and is highly efficient in 
lean manufacturing concepts such as Visible Metrics, 5S, Kaizen etc.   He is available at short 
notice as his most recent position was a contract which has been successfully completed.  This 
candidate is skilled in business and process optimization and believes in streamlining business 
processes and practices with a focus on providing an increase in customer service 
 
SUPPLY CHAIN SPECIALIST - CAPE TOWN ONLY (REF: JB/00462) 
(Desired Remuneration R880kpa plus, Negotiable) 
This candidate (white male) holds a BCom degree in Logistics.   He has a stable work history 
having started off in a consulting role for several years before moving into a more specialised SC 
role.  He is hoping to relocate to Cape Town and is looking for a senior position in a mid-sized 
company where the dynamic leadership understands the benefits of a supply chain 
professional.   He is competent to manage the total supply chain from sourcing and 
procurement, to international logistics to manufacturing and delivery.    A professional and 
experienced SC specialist 
 
CONTRACTS MANAGER (REF: AH/00463) 
(R700k CTC p.a. -  R900k CTC p.a.)  
This candidate (Black Female) is qualified with her BSc Quantity Surveying as well as her 
Master’s Degree in the Built environment.  She has over ten years’ experience as a registered 
Professional Quantity Surveyor and has solid experience as a Contracts Manager, negotiating 



with and managing supplier stakeholders at executive level 
 
CONTRACTS MANAGER / COMMERCIAL SPECIALIST (REF: AH/00464)  
(R750K CTC p.a. - R850K CTC p.a.)  
An Indian Male qualified with a BSc Applied Mathematics and Economics, has eight years’ 
experience within the Contracts and Commercial Management areas, primarily within the ICT 
sector.  Very strong analytical, negotiation and stakeholder management skills 
 
FREIGHT FORWARDING BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT EXECUTIVE (KZN) (REF: AH/00465) 
(R360k CTC p.a. - R420k CTC p.a.)  
This Indian Male candidate has five years Clearing and Freight Forwarding Business 
Development experience, with five years operational experience gained prior to this. He has 
experience in selling distribution, air, sea and road freight, clearing and forwarding, imports and 
export solutions 
 
WAREHOUSE and/or LOGISTICS MANAGER (JUNIOR) (REF: JB/00466) 
(Desired Remuneration R35k p.m. plus benefits - Very Negotiable) 
This young candidate (white male) holds a BCom Marketing Management and Logistics degree.  
He has been in the above role since 2013 and is looking to grow his career.  He has worked with 
some major brand names and comes across as a decent and hardworking young man.  Very 
good communication skills 
 
ELECTRICIAN (REF: AH/00467) 
(R360k CTC p.a. - R400k CTC p.a.)  
This White Female is a Qualified Section 26D Electrician, and has worked as an Electrician and 
now Electrical Supervisor within the mining sector since her qualification in 2013.  She currently 
manages employees across a spectrum of Boilermakers, Electricians, Mechanical and Civil 
Technicians 
 
BUSINESS ANALYST (REF: JB/00468) 
(Desired Remuneration R25k p.m. + Negotiable)  
This young gentleman (SA Indian) holds a Degree in Management Information Systems and is 
currently in the role of Business Analyst, and prior to that he was a System Quality Assurance 
Engineer.   He is bright and keen to make a move to a company where he can learn and grow his 
skills.   He has some good international experience as he was schooled overseas and did some 
short stints while studying in the States 
 
BUYER / MECHANICAL BUYER (REF: JB/00469) 
(Desired Remuneration R300k p.a. Negotiable) 
This young Indian gentleman is wanting to relocate to Gauteng from KZN.  He holds Diplomas in 
Supply Chain and Logistics as well as Purchasing management.  He is currently a Mechanical 
Buyer for a communications company and is looking to make a move to a company offering him 
good opportunities for career growth 
 
CUSTOMS or SERVICE AGENT or PACKAGE CONTROLLER (REF: JB/00470) 
(Desired Remuneration R220k p.a. Negotiable) 
Young Asian lady wanting to relocate from KZN to Gauteng.  Current role is Controller small 
packages and involves the monitoring of all humanitarian shipments moving into the ISMEA 
region (Indian Sub-Continent Middle East and Africa).  Solid customs knowledge and experience 
as a Customer Service Agent 
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